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Indigenous 
Those Who Dwell Below by Aviaq Johnston: Haunted by the creatures of his 
past, Pitu tries to return to normal life as his new role as shaman, but soon he 
learns he must travel to the bottom of the ocean to appease Nuliajuk, the vengeful 
sea goddess. (series)  
 

Greek/Roman 
Antigoddess by Kendare Blake: Athena and Hermes’ search for the cause of 
their unexpected, life-threatening illnesses leads them to Cassandra, a former 
prophetess, who may be key to a war started by Hera and other Olympians who 
have become corrupt anti-gods determined to destroy their rivals. (series) 
 
The Shadow Prince by Bree Despain: In this modern retelling of the 
Persephone myth, Haden Lord, the disgraced prince of the Underrealm, is sent to 
the mortal world to entice a girl into returning with him to the land of the dead 
 
 Gods and Warriors by Michelle Paver: In the turbulent world of the Mediterranean Bronze Age, 
Hylas, a lowly twelve-year-old goatherd, thief, and outsider, journeys from the Greek mountains to 
Crete and Egypt, making allies with animals, battling tyranny, and withstanding the elemental powers 
of the gods of land and sea. Series: Gods and Warriors.  
 
Only Everything by Kieran Scott: Eros (aka Cupid) is sent to earth after disobeying the gods and 
required to match three couples without her powers. Series: True Love Trilogy. 
 
Darkness Becomes Her by Kelly Keaton: In post-apocalyptic New Orleans, now a sanctuary for 
supernatural beings, a hardened teenager on the run searches for the truth about her monstrous 
heritage and discovers a curse that could ignite the ancient war between gods and 
monsters. (series) 
 

Egyptian 
Reawakened by Colleen Houck: A visit to an Egyptian exhibit brings teen Lilliana 
Young face to face with a recently awakened mummy-turned-handsome-sun-god 
as she gets caught up in an adventure with more twists and turns than the Nile 
itself. (series) 
 
The Chaos of Stars by Kiersten White: Sixteen-year-old Isadora, the mortal 
daughter of Isis and Osiris, is sick of being in the middle of family drama so she 
jumps at the chance to leave Egypt and start a new life in San Diego with her 
brother. 
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Norse 
Freya by Matthew Laurence: Ancient gods collide with the modern world when the goddess Freya 
tries to reclaim her lost power and take down an evil corporation. 
 
The Lost Sun by Tessa Gratton: In the United States of Asgard, Soren 
Bearskin, the son of a beserker, and Astrid Glyn, daughter of a seer, embark on 
a road trip to find Baldur, the missing god whose absence has caused panic 
throughout the country. (series) 
 
Runemarks by Joanne Harris:  Maddy Smith, who bears the mysterious mark 
of a rune on her hand, learns that she is destined to join the gods of Norse 
mythology and play a role in the fate of the world. 
 
Starling by Lesley Livingston: When Mason Starling rescues an unconscious 
young man from the ravages of a terrible storm, little does she know her whole 
life is about to spiral dramatically, mystically out of control. (series)  
 
Triple Moon by Melissa de la Cruz: Twin witches (and Norse goddesses) Molly and Mardi 
Overbrook are sent to North Hampton for the summer where they must learn to control their powers 
before the White Council exiles them to Limbo. (series) 
 
Valkyrie Rising by Ingrid Paulson: While visiting Norway, sixteen-year-old Ellie must step out of the 
shadow of her popular older brother, join forces with his infuriating best friend, and embrace her 
Valkyrie heritage to rescue teen boys kidnapped to join the undead army of the ancient god, Odin. 
(series) 
 

Celtic 
The Call by Peadar O’Guilin: For the last twenty-five years every teenager in Ireland has been 

subject to "the call" which takes them away to the land of the She, where they are hunted for twenty 

four hours (though only three minutes pass in this world)--handicapped by her 

twisted legs, Nessa Doherty knows that very few return alive, but she is 

determined to be one of them. (series) 

Ashes on the Waves by Mary Lindsey: Expands on the Edgar Allan Poe 
poem, Annabel Lee, as Liam and Anna reunite on an isolated Maine island 
where they were children together and fall so deeply in love they provoke a 
wager between Otherworld creatures from Celtic mythology. 
 

Indian 
Poison’s Kiss by Brenna Shields: In an alternate world based on the 
mythology of India, a girl trained since birth as a "poison maiden" in the Raja's 
service is ordered to kill a boy she loves (series)  
 

 
 

http://t.umblr.com/redirect?z=http%3A%2F%2Fmycatalogue.tbpl.ca%2Frecord%3Db1265834&t=NzI5OTAzZjU0NDdjODU3MWQ0OWNmNGIzZjkyYWUwOTU5ZjFmOGZhZixiVmJZMkRRcw%3D%3D&b=t%3AgMpeGLAxqtJn6Na7sBJOJA&p=http%3A%2F%2Ftbplteens.tumblr.com%2Fpost%2F160339085829%2Fgods-and-goddesses&m=1
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Asian 
 
Ink by Amanda Sun: After a family tragedy in Deep River, Canada Katie Greene is sent to live with 
her aunt in Shizuoka, Japan. There she feels lost and alone until she meets the mysterious Tomohiro 
and strange things begin to happen whenever they are together: ink drips from nowhere, drawings 
come to life, etc. As their relationship deepens Katie becomes drawn into Tomo’s world that is 
somehow connected to the kami - powerful ancient Japanese beings. (series) 
 
A Thousand Beginnings and Endings by Ellen Oh: Fifteen authors of Asian descent reimagine the 
folklore and mythology of East and South Asia, in short stories ranging from fantasy to science fiction 
to contemporary, from romance to tales of revenge.  
 

 
Unspecified/All of the Above! 
The Sin Eater’s Daughter by Melinda Salisbury: For four years sixteen-
year-old Twylla has lived in the castle of Lormere, the goddess-embodied, 
whose touch can poison and kill, and hence the Queen’s executioner–but 
when Prince Merek, her betrothed, who is immune to her touch returns to the 
kingdom she finds herself caught up in palace intrigues, unsure if she can trust 
him or the bodyguard who claims to love her. (series) 
 
A Book of Spirits and Thieves by Morgan Rhodes: A mysterious book and 
ancient magic bring together four young people in modern-day Toronto and 
the ancient kingdoms of Mytica. (series) 
 
Grave Mercy by Robin LaFevers: In the fifteenth-century kingdom of Brittany, seventeen-year-old 
Ismae escapes from the brutality of an arranged marriage into the sanctuary of the convent of St. 
Mortain, where she learns that the god of Death has blessed her with dangerous gifts–and a violent 
destiny. (series) 
 
 
Strange the Dreamer by Laini Taylor: The best-selling author of the Daughter of Smoke & Bone 
trilogy presents the story of a guilt-ridden hero, a dreamer librarian and a girl with dangerous powers 
who all combat monsters and treachery in the aftermath of a war between gods and men. 
 
The Woken Gods by Gwenda Bond :Five years ago, the gods of ancient mythology awoke around 
the world. This morning, Kyra Locke is late for school. Seventeen-year-old Kyra lives in a transformed 
Washington, D.C., home to the embassies of divine pantheons and the mysterious Society of the 
Sun. But when rebellious Kyra encounters two trickster gods on her way back from school, one 
offering a threat and the other a warning, it turns out her life isn't what it seems. She escapes with the 
aid of Osborne "Oz" Spencer, an intriguing Society field operative, only to discover that her scholar 
father has disappeared with a dangerous relic. The Society needs it, and they don't care that she 
knows nothing about her father's secrets. (Sumerian, Hatian, Egyptian Norse) 
 
 
Extra credit: Adult Fiction. American Gods by Neil Gaiman: Days before his release from prison, 
Shadow learns that his wife has been killed in an accident. On the plane ride back home for the 
funeral, he meets Mr. Wednesday, who offers Shadow a job. Shadow accepts but soon discovers that 
Mr. Wednesday is far more dangerous than he could ever have imagined.    


